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This study examines available information on base
closures. A determination is made as to the criteria for
and the effects of these closures. The criteria developed
include costs to the federal government, local economic
impact, political impact, environmental impact and the
impact on defense readiness. There were few detailed data
available on the criterion of costs to the federal govern-
ment. The majority of the information came from GAO evalua-
tions of DOD proposals to close or realign bases. There
were more data available on the criterion of local economic
impact, the majority of these data coming from the Office of
Economic Adjustment. Some data were available on the
remaining criteria, but they were mostly based on personal
opinions. The analysis attempts to draw lessons from past
base closures to assist in the assessment of future closure
decisions. However, the limited data provided little
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The annual cost of operating over 5000 U.S. military
installations is over $30 billion. Like other government
agencies, the Department of Defense is having to meet its
commitments in a time of tightening budgets. In terms of
real dollars, the budget for the Department of Defense has
been declining from 1984 through 1988. It is clear that the
Department of Defense must find ways to make its dollars go
further. These financial restrictions are always taken into
account when determining the operating requirements of
military bases. [Ref. 1]
One of the proposed solutions to the the defense budget
constraints has been the closure or realignment of some
military installations. Realignment of a military
installation means to take some function of one installation
and transfer it to another installation. Realignment can
either be the consolidation of tv/o similar functions carried
out in different locations or the relocation of a particular
function to a location where it can be accomplished at a
lesser cost.
The issue of base closure is very complex and
politically volatile. There would appear to be v;idespread
belief that base closures are necessary if the Department of
Defense is to operate within current budgetary constraints.
The problem seems to be just how to achieve these closures.
The Department of Defense has the following base
facilities:
5400 separate properties.
26 million acres of land.
2.2 million military personnel.
1.7 million guard and reserves.
1.4 million civilians.
The size of these bases and properties range from as small
as a half-acre to installations that cover over three
million acres. The original investment cost of these
properties is estimated at $66 billion. [Ref. 1]
The current cost of the physical assets of the Defense
Department's installations is now estimated at $450 billion.
The majority of these structures were built in the 1940 's
and 1950 's in response to World War II and the Korean
Conflict. Many were constructed to be temporary and, yet,
the majority of them are still in use after over 40 years.
The age of these structures is only part of the problem.
The composition of the Armed Forces has changed
dramatically. There is an all volunteer force with an
increased emphasis on women and the military family. The
number of dependents under military care has doubled in the
last 20 years, and there are five times as many women in
uniform. [Ref. 2]
The topic of base closure is not a new one. During the
Kennedy and Johnson administrations, more than 450
realignment and closure actions were initiated. These
actions resulted in an annual savings of more than one
billion dollars. During the Nixon and Ford administrations,
more than 2700 realignment and closure actions were
undertaken. These actions included the closing and disposal
of 80 military installations, with a cost savings annually
of over four billion dollars.
B. OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this thesis is to determine the criteria
for closing or realigning military installations. It will
examine the proposals for previous base closures and the
effects of base closures and will demonstrate the various
criteria used by different groups in arguing whether or not
a base should be closed.
The thesis will address these questions:
- What factors does DOD consider in deciding whether to
close or realign a base?
- Who opposes base closures? What factors do they
consider in arguing against them?
- What evidence is available from previous base closures
to support or refute reasons for closing or for
retaining bases?
C. SCOPE
This thesis will explore all aspects of the base closure
problem, including the direct as well as indirect effects of
a closure. It will also look at what effect the closure of
a base has upon the local community. There will also be an
examination of the different services within the Defense
department to see if each service has its own criteria, or
if there is a consensus. This examination begins in the
next chapter with a review of literature the author feels is
important to the topic of base closure. The review will be
formed around possible criteria for base closures.
D. METHODOLOGY
The main objective during the research portion of the
thesis was to gather together enough information so that the
majority of the criteria used, either currently or on
previous base closures, could be covered. There was a heavy
reliance on the Defense Logistics Studies Information
Exchange at the United States Army Logistics Management
College, Fort Lee, Virginia; upon Mr. James G. Abbee, the
Director of Communications for the Defense Secretary's
Commission on Base Realignment and Closure; upon Mr. Wallace
Bishop of the Office of Economic Assistance; and on the
Dudley Knox library at the Naval Postgraduate School for the
majority of the information. Other sources of information
included the President's Private Sector Survey on Cost
Control , commonly known at the Grace Commission report,
Report on the Office of the Secretary of Defense [ Re f . 3 ] ;
the Congressional Budget Office/General Accounting Office
analysis of the Grace Commission's major proposals for cost
control [Ref. 4]; and the Department of Defense's Summary of
Completed Military Base Economic Adjustment Projects . [Ref.
5] The remainder of the material used as an information
base consisted of approximately 75 articles from
periodicals.
E. DEFINITIONS
The following is a list of terms used throughout this
thesis and are explained here so that any confusion can be
avoided.
The term "appropriate Committees of Congress" means the
Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and the House of
Representatives
.
The term "Commission on Base Realignment and Closure"
means the commission established by the Secretary of Defense
in the charter signed by the Secretary on May 3, 1988.
The term "charter establishing such Commission" means
the charter referred to in the above definition.
The term "military installation" means any activity
under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of a military
department
.
The term "realignment" includes any action which both
reduces and relocates functions and civilian personnel
positions of a military installation.
The term "Secretary" refers to the Secretary of Defense.
The term "United States" includes the 50 States, the
District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam,
the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and any other
commonwealth, territory, or possession of the United States.
[Ref. 6]
F. OUTLINE
The remainder of this thesis will consist of a review of
the literature, an analysis of the information gathered, and
the author's conclusions and summary.
The literature review is organized around what the
author feels are the key criteria for base closure. The
reviev; starts with costs to the government and includes not
only costs to the Department of Defense but costs to other
federal agencies as well. This criterion, costs to the
federal government, covers costs, cost savings and cost
estimation. The second criterion examined is local economic
impact. There will be an examination of data which indicate
that the impact upon the local community is quite severe and
of others which suggest that the effect is not so severe.
The remaining criteria are political and environmental
impacts and the impact on defense readiness. Collection of
data on the impact on defense readiness and the political
impact was difficult. There is not a lot of "hard" data
available. It is all opinion with not much in the way of
support
.
The analysis chapter will consist of an examination of
historical data on past base closures and information about
proposed closures and realignments to find evidence relevant
to the criteria. The summary will consist of a comparison
of the different criteria used with historical data on past
base closures. There will also be a review of new criteria
that might be used in the future.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. PURPOSE
The purpose of this chapter is to explore some of the
important studies and papers on base closures. The major
focus of this literature review is to present reasons for
and against the closure of military installations and to
show why the topic of base closures has generated so much
concern. From this review the author will develop the
criteria used for decisions regarding base closures. The
claims of different organizations involved with base
closures will then be compared with independent studies so
it can be determined whether there is an actual basis for
the claims. In Chapter III, the results of this literature
review will be combined with basic economic principles, and
an analysis done to determine the merit of each criteria.
B. SCOPE OF THE REVIEW
The literature research began with a preliminary
bibliographic search of the Defense Technical Information
Center, the Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange,
and the Dudley Knox Library at the Naval Postgraduate
School. These searches indicated that publication of
primary data and analytical material was sparse. Because of
the lack of data on the criteria for base closure, other
sources of information were investigated. Significantly
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more information was found in discussion with representa-
tives of government agencies actually involved with base
closures, such as Mr. Jim Abbee, Director of Communications
for the Defense Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment
and Closure, and Mr. Wallace Bishop, Jr. , Senior Project
Manager, President's Economic Adjustment Committee, Office
of Economic Adjustment.
The literature presented numerous criteria being used by
different organizations involved with base closures or
realignments either to support or oppose base closures.
Using this information, it was determined what criteria are
used to justify a base closure. Historical data show the
effects of previous base closures. From the minutes of
appropriate congressional hearings, the House [Ref. 7] as
well as the Senate [Ref. 8], the Base Closure and
Realignment Subcommittee, [Ref. 9] and the Subcommittee on
Military Construction [Ref. 10], the actual criteria being
used to close bases were determined. A final source of
information were meetings involving congressional committees
and service secretaries, because base closure was a topic
constantly under discussion.
C. ORGANIZATION OF THE REVIEW
The analysis of the literature in this review will be
presented under the criteria of cost to the federal
government, local economic impact, environmental impact,
political impact and impact on military readiness. The
criterion of cost to the federal government will cover a
major portion of this chapter. Included under this topic
are cost savings, one-time closing costs and related costs
of closing a military installation. Along with determining
the nature of the relevant costs, one must also determine
the amounts of these costs—a problem of cost estimation.
The first portion of this literature review will provide
a background on the Defense Secretary's Commission on Base
Realignment and Closure. [Ref. 1] The hearings of this
commission contain some information on all of the different
criteria. Background on the President's Private Sector
Survey on Cost Controls [Ref. 3], as well as the
Congressional Budget Office/General Accounting Office
analysis of the Grace Commissions recommendations [Ref. 4],
will be presented in the "cost to the government" section of
this thesis. Background on the Department of Defense's
Summary of Completed Military Base Economic Adjustment
Projects; 25 Years of Civilian Reuse
,
[Ref. 5] will be found
in the "local economic impact" section.
1. Defense Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment
and Closure
On 3 May 1988, the Secretary of Defense, Frank
Carlucci, established the Defense Secretary's Commission on
Base Realignment and Closure. The commission included
persons who have broad experience in both government and in
national defense (see Appendix B) . Their job is to study
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the issues surrounding the realignment and closure of
military installations within the United States. [Ref. 1]
The function of the commission was to determine the
best means for identifying bases to be closed or realigned.
It was also to determine how to improve federal government
incentive programs designed to help overcome the sometimes
adverse effect of base closures on the local economy. These
programs include public works and technical assistance
grants from the Commerce Department, Job Training and
Assistance grants from the Department of Labor, and Urban
Development Action and Community Development Block Grants
from the Department of Housing and Urban Development. [Ref.
11] The following are some of the criteria the Office of
the Secretary of Defense thought would prove helpful to the
commission in its search for bases to close:
- The current and future mission requirements and the
impact on operational readiness of the military
departments concerned.
- The availability and condition of land and facilities at
both the existing and potential receiving locations.
- The potential to accommodate contingency, mobilization,
and future force requirements at receiving locations.
- The cost and manpower implications.
- The extent and timing of potential cost savings,
including whether the total cost savings realized from
the closure or realignment of the base will exceed the
amount expended to close or realign the base by the end
of the 6-year period beginning with the date of
completion of the closure or realignment of the base.
- The economic impact on the community in which the base
to be closed or realigned is located.
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- The community support at the receiving locations.
- The environmental impact.
- The implementation process involved.
The information gathered by the commission is to be reported
to the Secretary of Defense, along with recommendations, no
later than 31 December, 1988. [Ref. 1]
D. COSTS TO THE GOVERNMENT
1 . The President's Private Sector Survey on Cost
Controls
On 30 June 1982, by executive order number 12369,
President Reagan established the President's Private Sector
Survey on Cost Control (PPSSCC) and named J. Peter Grace as
chairman. The job of this group was to identify any
opportunities for increased efficiency and reduced costs
that could be had by legislative or executive methods. It
was made up of 161 chief executive officers from some of the
largest corporations in the world. Overall, it is reported
that more than 2000 individuals took part in some portions
of the PPSSCC. The work done by the PPSSCC was privately
financed at a cost of more than $74 million. [Ref. 1]
The PPSSCC was organized into 36 different groups.
Of these 36 groups, 22 were assigned to study specific
departments and agencies within the federal government. The
remaining 14 groups were assigned to study facets of the
government that cut across all departments. These facets
include data processing, personnel, and procurement policy.
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Each group then produced its own separate report. In
addition to the original 36 reports, another 11 reports on
selected issues were prepared by the office management staff
at PPSSCC. The 47 reports contained 2478 specific cost
cutting recommendations covering 784 different issues. The
final edition of the PPSSCC report was published in two
volumes, with a combined length of 650 pages. The report
was presented to the President on 16 January, 1984. [Ref.
3]
2 . GAO/CBO Analysis of PPSSCC Recommendations
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the
General Accounting Office (GAO) reviewed 396 of the
President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Controls' (PPSSCC)
recommendations. This review included almost 90% of all the
savings recommended by the PPSSCC. To the best of their
ability, the CBO and GAO estimated the impact of the PPSSCC
proposals on the CBO's baseline budget projections for the
fiscal years of 1985 through 1988. An analysis was made and
the results published in February of 1984. [Ref. 4]
The CBO and GAO analyzed whether the PPSSCC
recommendations could be implemented administratively or
whether they would require legislation. The analysis also
included the overall reasonableness of each recommendation.
Because of the complexity of many of the recommendations,
the GAO review and analysis was quite specific.
13
3.
Defense Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment
and Closure
One of the people to speak before this Commission
was Stephen Moore, Grover Hermann Fellow in federal
budgetary affairs at the Heritage Foundation. Mr. Moore
proposed that the only costs to consider in the closure of a
military installation were costs to the government. He
specifically stated that local economic impact should not be
considered. Mr. Moore went on to list other criteria, or
changes to current policy for base closure. [Ref. 1]
4 Cost Savings
Another one of the speakers before the Defense
Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment and Closure was
Fred Thompson, Professor of Public Management at Willamette
University. Professor Thompson spoke of the waste that is
present in the current military base structure. He stated
that the bases were "highly wasteful" and the waste came
from a "failure to allocate property held by the military to
higher valued, non-military uses and not from excess
operating costs." [Ref. 1] The waste that he spoke of was
the opportunity cost of not putting the land that the base
sits on to better use, as well as the excess operating
costs. He said, however, that the operating costs of a base
were minimal compared to the opportunity cost. Professor
Thompson said that the emphasis in choosing bases to be
closed should be on the alternative potential private uses
of the facilities. He stated that, once it had been
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determined that some bases were going to be closed, part of
the decision as to which bases to select should be based on
the reuse of the property. He suggested that, if one base
would be more desirable to private sector companies than
another base, then this should be a primary consideration in
the closure decision. Professor Thompson argued that an
evaluation of the possible reuse of the property should be
done, just as economic or environmental impact studies are
done. [Ref. 1]
The Grace Commission recommended that the Department
of Defense close unnecessary bases, consolidate activities
providing support for bases that were in the same area, and
consolidate major equipment maintenance facilities.
Specifically, it recommended that:
- The President should appoint an independent commission
to study realignment or have the Department of Defense
designate all bases as candidates for closure and begin
appropriate studies. The PPSSCC estimated that closing
some unnecessary bases could save as much as $2.7
billion.
- The Department of Defense should make participation in
the existing Defense Retail Inter-service Support (DRIS)
program mandatory. This would increase base
consolidations.
- The Department of Defense should establish a time-table
for consolidating depot level maintenance facilities,
based on a uniform cost accounting system for all of its
facilities. [Ref. 3]
Base support operations include such services as
fire protection, housing management and maintenance, finance
and accounting, refuse collection, civilian personnel
management, building and road maintenance, and security.
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There are 50 such functions in the administrative and
logistical support areas and 25 in the supply and
maintenance areas. Since most of these functions are
standard across the services, there is a potential for cost
savings to the extent that they are consolidated in
geographical areas with several military facilities. Such
consolidation can reduce duplication in staffing and
facilities. In 1973, the Department of Defense initiated
the DRIS program to provide base commanders with a mechanism
for determining where base support operations could be
consolidated in order to reduce costs and increase
efficiency. The savings from the consolidation of base
support operations are estimated to be $100-$500 million
annually. This estimate is derived from testimony by the
General Accounting Office on 22 June 1982 before the
Legislation and National Security Subcommittee of the House
Government Operations Committee. [Ref. 3]
In the Department of Defense system, maintenance is
generally performed at the organization, intermediate, and
depot levels. The organizational and intermediate levels
perform maintenance on specific weapons systems. The depot
level performs heavy maintenance on a variety of systems
such as jet engines, missile guidance systems, and tank
engines. Depot level maintenance facilities require
extensive capital investment in fixed facilities,
specialized tools and complex test equipment. The
16
Department of Defense has 29 depot level maintenance
facilities. Fiscal year 1983 expenditures for all Defense
Department depot level maintenance are estimated at $12.4
billion. The estimated savings from consolidation of the
depot level maintenance functions is $50 million annually.
The consolidation of some maintenance facilities should
result in a one time cash gain of $300-$400 million due to
the reduced need for some specialized maintenance equipment.
[Ref. 3]
The PPSSCC qualified its report by stating that
estimates, like those above, were of a planning nature and
not of budget quality. Further qualification stated that
these savings were representative of the first three years
of implementation of the recommendations, not three specific
fiscal years. The three year PPSSCC projections of cost
savings and revenue increases were based on an annual
inflation rate of 10% and an average interest rate of 10%.
[Ref. 4]
The GAO-CBO review found that the potential deficit
reduction from implementing the recommendations would be
much smaller then the amount projected by the PPSSCC. The
GAO-CBO and PPSSCC estimates are not fully comparable. The
GAO-CBO estimates were calculated in federal budget
accounting terms, and the PPSSCC estimates were planning
figures. [Ref. 4] The difference between these two figures
is the amount of research done to come up with them. The
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federal budget accounting terms used by the GAO-CBO analysis
were more specific. The GAO-CBO went through the PPSSCC
recommendations and estimated, line item by line item, a
more precise cost or savings. The PPSSCC planning figures
were just estimates.
Cost savings can also be realized in the maintenance
of base facilities and future construction on a base once it
has been decided to close it. If the operations of that
base are being terminated, there will be additional savings.
However, if the operations are being transferred, this
saving will not be realized. The report by the U.S. Air
Force on Kincheloe Air Force Base and the report by the U.S.
Army on New Cumberland Army Repair Depot also show one-time
cost savings associated with base closure. These one-time
cost savings were for scheduled construction projects that
had not yet been started. The Air Force report shows a one
time cost savings of almost $9.3 million. [Ref. 12] The
Army report shows a one time cost savings of almost $12.9
million. [Ref. 13] The reason for the decision to close
the Watertown Arsenal was stated to be that the arsenal was
primarily involved in manufacturing items that could be
procured competitively from private industry at less cost.
[Ref. 14]
5 . One-Time Closing Costs
Another aspect of cost as a criterion for base
closure is that of one-time closing costs. What need to be
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examined are the total closing costs and the total costs of
moving the base operations. Some examples of these costs
are seen in the reports done on Kincheloe Air Force Base,
Watertown Arsenal and New Cumberland Army Repair Depot.
Included in the one-time cost estimations of closing these
installations were such things as retirement of military and
civilian personnel, transportation of supplies and
equipment, movement of civilian and military personnel,
contract termination and caretaker costs. [Ref. 15] These
costs will be presented and discussed further in the next
chapter. Other costs include the construction or repair of
buildings or roads prior to the turn-over of the base to the
local community and the installation of services at the base
to which all the personnel and equipment are being
transferred. [Ref. 12]
6 . Related Costs
The related costs are the costs to other federal
agencies which occur as a consequence of a base closure. It
is here that conflict arises betv/een the Department of
Defense and the General Accounting Office. The estimates
done by the Department of Defense exclude such items as the
increase in unemployment compensation or food stamps which
occurs as a result of a base closure. In the case of the
closing of Kincheloe Air Force Base, the General Accounting
Office estimate was greater then the DOD estimate by more
than $2.5 million. They also estimated a cost increase in
19
food stamps for the local community of $186,000. [Ref. 12]
The General Accounting Office did a similar evaluation on
the Army's proposal to close the New Cumberland Repair
Depot. In this case they estimated a cost in unemployment
compensation of over $1.5 million, a cost that the Army did
not include in its cost analysis. [Ref. 13]
Another item that needs to be included in the
calculation of cost to the federal government is grants to
selected communities in which bases were closed. In past
base closures, these grants came from such agencies as the
Economic Development Administration, the Area Redevelopment
Administration and the Manpower Retraining Programs.
Another source of grants could have come as Federal Impact
Assistance. However, this was mostly in the form of aid to
the local school district. In a special report prepared by
the Department of Commerce, a total of $18,813,000 was paid
to 16 communities in loans and grants, from the Economic
Development and Area Development Administration. [Ref. 16]
7 . Cost Estimation
The final aspect of cost as a criterion for base
closure is the problem of reliable estimation of the actual
costs of and savings from a closure or realignment. An
example of the confusion that can arise over the calculation
of these costs and savings is seen in the proposed closing
of the New Cumberland Repair Depot. The following is a
20
comparison of the Army and GAO estimates of the savings in
payroll expense from the proposed closure:
Army Computations
Average Gross
Number Of staffing annual
E<Dsitions costs savings
Civilian function:
Maintenance 782 $23,131 $18,088,821
Supply support 106 15,945 1,690,170
Base operations 100 15,010 1.501.000
TOTAL CIVILIAN 988 21,279,991
Military: 15 266.689
TOTAL CIVILIAN AND

























Part of the reason for the difference in the gross
annual savings figures is that the General Accounting Office
estimates included the costs of personnel benefits and
proposed wage increases. Another part of the difference is
that the Army used an inflation rate of 13% while the
General Accounting Office used a rate of 10%. [Ref. 13]
8 . Summary
From the readings of the proposals by the different
services for base closure or realignment, it can be seen
that cost calculation is a difficult task. What appears
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important to one group in the calculation of costs is not
important or pertinent to another group. However, the list
of proposed criteria that the Secretary of Defense submitted
to the Commission on Base Realignment and Closure show that
cost is an important consideration.
The PPSSCC made numerous recommendations as to how
the Department of Defense could reduce its yearly expendi-
tures. The reason that the PPSSCC proposed closing military
installations was strictly to reduce the national deficit.
The majority of these recommendations were administrative in
nature. However, some of these recommendations would
require a change of policy. The PPSSCC saw that the
Department of Defense will have to operate under ever
tightening budgets. One way that it saw of easing or
meeting these budget constraints was to close some unneeded
or otherwise obsolete bases.
The conclusion of the analysis done by the GAO-CBO
on the PPSSCC 's recommendations is that the PPSSCC figures
are bloated and that the actual realizable benefit is
considerably less. The importance of the analysis of the
PPSSCC recommendations is that not only does it show that
cost is a criterion for base closure, but it also shows the
conflict over the estimation of those costs. Not only is
there a conflict over costs to close a military installa-
tion, but there is also a great deal more conflict over the
costs saved by closing an installation. In this particular
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case, the PPSSCC has estimated total cost savings of $2.7
billion. The GAO-CBO analysis did not give a specific
amount that could be saved from base closures because it
said the number and actual names of the bases would have to
be disclosed. GAO-CBO did state, however, that using the
information given by the PPSSCC recommendation, they thought
the figure would be slightly lower. Even though the PPSSCC
savings figures are somewhat bloated, it is none the less a
very helpful report, because it points out that there are
savings to be had. [Ref. 4]
E. LOCAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
1 . The Department of Defense's Summary of Completed
Military Base Economic Adjustment Projects
The Department of Defense's Summary of Completed
Military Base Economic Adjustment Projects; 25 years of
Civilian Reuse gives a brief overviev/ of the President's
Econoiriic Adjustment Committee and states the purpose behind
economic adjustment assistance. The nature of this
assistance is help in planning a strategy to alleviate the
serious economic and social impact that results from a major
defense realignment. This strategy includes planning long-
term regional development objectives such as the following:
- Diversifying the economy away from a few dominant
industries
.
- Encouraging a balanced growth in the area's economy,
including commercial and service sector jobs.
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- Providing employment opportunities for the region's
unemployed and under-employed persons and for young high
school and college graduates.
- Bolstering the local tax base.
- Helping existing industries to expand. [Ref. 17]
To provide some idea of the spectrum of the people
involved with the President's Economic Adjustment Committee,
the member organizations are listed below.
- Department of Defense.
- Department of Agriculture.
- Department of Commerce.
- Department of Education.
- Department of Energy.
- Department of Health and Human Services.
- Department of Housing and Urban Development.
- Department of the Interior.
- Department of Justice.
- Department of Labor.
- Department of Transportation.
- Council of Economic Advisors.
- Office of Management and Budget.
- Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.
- Environmental Protection Agency.
- General Services Administration.
- Small Business Administration.
- Office of Personnel Management. [Ref. 5]
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This Committee works with local, state and federal agency
representatives to develop and implement plans of action to
generate new jobs and new job opportunities. The role of
the Committee is to "help communities help themselves." It
must be pointed out, however, that it is the job of the
community to revitalize these former bases. [Ref. 5]
This publication then goes on to list some of the
new uses of closed military installations. Included in this
document are seven articles which tell of the "good" uses
for old bases. These uses include 12 four year colleges, 33
post-secondary vocational technical schools and community
colleges, 75 industrial parks, and 42 municipal or general
aviation airports. There are also two case studies of bases
which were closed and then taken over by the local
government with great economic benefits as a result. This
document also contains data from the closure of 100 military
installations. It lists the name of the base, the state it
was located in, the number of jobs lost when the base was
closed, and the number of new jobs created by the arrival of
private industry. [Ref. 5]
Examination of the Department of Defense's Summary
of Completed Military Base Economic Adjustment Projects; 25
Years of Civilian Reuse shows that, in some cases, the
effect upon the community is quite substantial. This
summary shows that in 22% of the instances of base closure,
the number of jobs lost exceeded the number of jobs created.
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What follows are cases which show the severity of impact
that the closing of a military installation can have upon
the local community. In the case of Brookley Air Force Base
the losses included 1,070 military personnel and 12,300
civilian personnel. The closure of Craig Air Force Base in
Selma Alabama saw the loss of 1863 military and 547 civilian
personnel. [Ref. 5]
2 . Craig Air Force Base
Craig Air Force Base had an annual military and
civilian payroll of $32,292,690 in 1975. During that year
2095 officers and enlisted personnel were stationed at the
base. There were also 547 civil service workers and about
370 non-civil service workers stationed or employed at the
base. One measure of the relative economic effect of Craig
Air Force Base is seen in a comparison of the Craig payroll
of over $32 million to the county's estimated annual payroll
of only $28 million in manufacturing. It was estimated
that, if Craig were closed, the military personnel would be
transferred to other installations along with some of the
civil service employees. Other civil service personnel
would remain in the area due to family commitments or other
reasons. It was estimated that 50% of these remaining
personnel would enter the ranks of the unemployed. The 370
non-civil service employees would immediately be out of work
and would become unemployed. The county unemployment rate
of 11% would jump to an estimated 37%. [Ref. 18]
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In 1975, Craig Air Force Base procured about $9.2
million in contract services and materials, with an
estimated 38% of this being furnished by suppliers and
contractors in Dallas county. It was presumed that this
$3.49 million would not be spent there, with a consequent
substantial loss to local businesses. Each of these firms
would in turn have to cut back production by laying off
workers, thus adding to the already swollen ranks of the
unemployed. [Ref. 18]
3 . Kincheloe Air Force Base
Examining the proposed closure of Kincheloe, some of
the same effects upon the community are found as were found
with the proposed closure of Craig. Kincheloe Air Force
Base was located in Chippewa County, Michigan. An Air Force
report stated that 10,280 of Chippewa County's 35,300
residents were military and civilian employees or
dependents. Neighboring MacKinac county had 130 Kincheloe
employees or dependents in its 10,150 population. [Ref. 12]
The same impacts of the base closure that would
happen in Dallas and Selma Counties when Craig Air Force
Base closed were predicted to happen when Kincheloe Air
Force Base closed. It was estimated that the unemployment
rate would go up by almost 10%, and that the housing vacancy
rate would increase by as much as 30%. It was also
estimated that the values of real estate would drop by 50%,
with a total cost for unemployment and food stamp
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compensation as well as aid to the school district of almost




A final example of the local economic impact
concerns the closing of the Watertown Arsenal. An
examination by the General Accounting Office verified that
the items being produced at Watertown had previously been
procured from private industry. Although they were unable
to determine whether the cost of any future procurement of
these items would be more or less than the cost to produce
them at Watertown, past experience had shown that generally
the cost of items procured had decreased when competitive
procurement exists. The same kind of problems from the
closure of this installation could be expected as with the
other bases. The Army estimated that it would be able to
integrate the 2306 civilian workers into other local federal
facilities. However, at the time of this closure, two of
the largest of these facilities, the Springfield Arsenal and
the Portsmouth Navy Yard, v;ere laying off workers. Another
large employer of federal employees, the Boston Naval
Shipyard, v;as also facing possible closure. [Ref. 14]
5. Data Contrary to the Adverse Effect on the Local
Community
Contrary to the data from these proposed base
closures, other articles suggest that the effect of the
military presence on the local community is not as great.
The Department of Defense's Summary of Completed Military
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Base Economic Adjustment Project; 25 Years of Civilian Reuse
shows that in 77% of the base closures the number of jobs
created was greater than the number lost. [Ref. 5] A
report by John E. Lynch, which examined the effect of 24
base closures upon the local retail sales, was studied.
This report showed that in only seven cases did the sales
volume fall. [Ref. 16] Another study by The Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, which was
completed in 1976, found that military commissaries ranked
ninth among top food store chains in the United States in
sales volume. This study also showed that the exchange
facilities ranked seventh among department and variety store
chains. [Ref. 19] One of the explanations for this could
be the fact that purchases of goods and services by the
military and their dependents are for the most part
concentrated on the base itself. It is estimated that from
one-third to one-half of their total purchases are made on
post. [Ref. 20]
In a report by the Boise-Cascade center for
community development before the U.S. Congress, House Select
Committee on Small Business it was determined that the
revenues generated by a military installation were "not
nearly comparable to what would be received from a similar
private employer." [Ref. 21] Whereas a private employer
would generate a greater benefit to the community than any
cost it would cause, the Boise-Cascade report stated that
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military installations generate a benefit of only 69 cents
for every dollar they cost the community. [Ref. 21] The
majority of the benefit to the local community from private
industry is through increased local tax revenues. Military
installations have a tax exempt status and, thus, do not
generate as much benefit as private industry. For example,
no property tax is paid on base housing and no sales tax is
collected at the commissary and exchange.
Examination of the total number of new housing units
added to the inventory by the Department of Defense shows an
increase of 6800 for 1987. [Ref. 22] At the same time the
Defense Manpower Data Center shows a decline in total
Department of Defense manpower from 2,163,578 to 2,137,415.
[Ref. 23] These two facts indicate that the effect of the
military upon the local housing market is decreasing.
Testimony before the Defense Secretary's Commission
on Base Realignment and Closure on the issue of the
socioeconomic impacts associated with base realignment and
closure emphasized the need for the government to get
involved. The testimony spoke of the need to schedule
meetings between local officials and the concerned
government agencies as soon as possible. There was also an
emphasis on the knov;ledge of the office of Economic
Assistance and the role it has played in past closures.
[Ref. 1] Examples of just how communities have recovered
can be found in Communities in Transition [Ref. 24] and
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civilian Reuse of Radar Stations [Ref. 25]. Both of these
publications are put out by the President's Economic
Adjustment Committee. In the Communities in Transition
publication, there are profiles of 20 communities that were
affected by base closures and the extent to which they have
recovered. [Ref. 24] The other publications tells of the
reuse of 29 closed radar installations. It gives a
breakdown of the location, general description of the
station and a general description of the region in which the
station is located. It also tells to what new use the land
has been put, the effects upon the economy and the future
plans for land. [Ref. 25]
Another aspect of the local economic impact is the
federally funded assistance that is available to the local
community if a base is to be closed. Many non-DOD federal
agency programs aid affected employees and communities if a
DOD installation is closed. Some programs help communities
organize, plan and carry out projects to benefit displaced
workers, affected businesses and other community interests.
Other programs provide, direct individual aid. The
President's Economic Adjustment Committee, for example,
helps communities receive this federal assistance and
coordinates with the agencies to assure that aid is received
promptly and is applied effectively. Examples of this aid
are:
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- Establishing a local development organization.
- Developing a regional development plan to attract
private investment.
- Training unemployed people to fill existing or new jobs.
- Converting DOD facilities for civilian use.
- Providing loans to build and equip plants for new
industry. ['Ref. 11]
6 . Summary
A review of past base closures and proposed closures
shows that there can be cases in which there is a substan-
tial economic effect upon the community. The same report
that tells of these adverse effects also tells that a
majority of the communities recovered. Other reports tell
not only of the extent to which the communities have
recovered but also the manner in which they have surpassed
old employment figures. These reports talk about
unemployment being down and bank deposits, real estate
values and the community tax base being up.
From reading of past base closures, it also can be
seen that, to ease the impact on the local community of a
major defense program change, economic adjustment assistance
is available. This type of assistance is not only for base
closures, but for major realignments as well. Not only must
the removal of the troops from the base be considered, but
the adding of these same troops to a new community must
receive similar consideration. The impact of such moves of
Defense Department personnel is always taken into
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consideration. Whenever possible, steps are taken to
minimize this impact. If it is determined that this impact
will be of a great consequence upon the community, the
Department of Defense will take all steps possible to reduce
the problem to a manageable size. The Economic Assistance
Program was created for just this purpose.
F. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The Defense Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment
and Closure held a hearing on the environmental issues
involved with closing a military installation. The majority
of the testimony at the commission's hearings concerned the
compliance with or relaxation of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) . Environmental groups, such as The Sierra
Club, National Wildlife Federation and the Environmental Law
Institute, advocate total adherence to NEPA, while the
Department of Defense, as well as the different service
secretaries, would like to waive its requirements.
Specifically, what is being addressed here is that the
environmentalists want the Department of Defense to clean up
all hazardous waste prior to the closure of a base. The
Department of Defense wants to be released from the
requirements of NEPA, because it is the primary stumbling
block that Congress has put before them to keep them from
closing a base. The Department of Defense contends that it
can "enjoy a significant cost savings" [Ref. 26] by placing
the base in a inactive status. It could then use this
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savings as part of the clean-up cost. The environmentalists
fear that, once the base is closed, the clean-up of the
hazardous waste on the base will become a low priority.
They fear that it will take longer for the Department of
Defense to go in and clean up the waste, and the effect of
the waste on the environment will only worsen. The current
fear is that, if left alone, the waste will leach into the
surrounding ground water and the contamination will spread.
[Ref. 1]
G. POLITICAL IMPACT
The criterion of the political impact associated with
the closure or realignment of a military installation is
closely tied to that of the local economic impact. A member
of Congress gets elected by garnering the majority of the
votes during elections held in his or her district or state.
The way they remain in office is to insure that they
maintain a greater percentage of "satisfied" voters then
their opposition during each election. In the case of base
closures or realignments, a "satisfied" or happy voter is
one with a job. We have seen from previous data that base
closures without exception involve job loss. As a
consequence, members of Congress who have military
installations in their districts or states, are not
favorable towards base closures.
The extent that some Congressional members go to in
order to block even the remotest possibility that an
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installation in their state or district will be closed is
quite evident. First, Congress tried to abolish the Defense
Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment and Closure. It
was said that the formation of such a Commission would be an
abdication of its duties. When that didn't work, Congress
tried to expand the size of the Commission in an attempt to
"stack" it with anti-base closure people. The reason for
this was to insure that each member of Congress had
representation from their part of the country. Congress
also tried to delay the report date of the Commission.
Finally, Congress tried to expand the scope of the
Commission to include foreign bases, in view of the fact
that the money spent on overseas bases was much greater than
that spent in the United States. By reading the minutes in
which the formation of the Commission was proposed one can
see the extent to which efforts to close military
installations were blocked, and some of the hurdles the
Commission had to overcome. [Ref. 8] This aspect of base
closures will be further examined in the next chapter.
H. IMPACT ON MILITARY READINESS
The Defense Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment
and Closure held a hearing on how the services were
organized, their missions and their base structure. During
this hearing testimony was given by the different service
representatives as to how they had conducted base closures
and realignments in the past. The different service
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representatives explained the different service structures
and the base structures associated with them. Each
representative told of the different missions that they are
responsible for and of the current requirements that have
been made upon them. [Ref. 1] In his statement before this
Commission Mr. Stephen Moore spoke of using strictly a
national defense criterion for the closure of military
installations. He suggested the primary concern of the
military and the associated base structure was to support
the national defense. He stated that the utility of a
military base should be measured purely on the basis of its
military application. He believed that to do otherwise was
to invite pork barrel politics. He also recommended that,
because of the General Services Administration's poor record
in disposing of federal property, closed bases should be
sold by the Department of Defense. [Ref. 1]
Without a doubt the chief base closure criterion used by
the Department of Defense is the needs of national defense.
Every service representative appearing before the Defense
Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment and Closure used
national defense as its basis for requesting that a base
remain open or to be closed in the DOD ' s best interest.
They spoke of "meeting the threat" and being able to carry
out their different "missions." In his statement before the
Commission, the Honorable James McGovern, Under Secretary of
the Air Force, outlined that "mission" is the primary
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concern for the basing criteria of the Air Force. [Ref. 1]
In its evaluation of the Watertown Arsenal, the Army stated
that it could no longer justify its continued operation
because the material it produced could be obtained from
private industry at a lower cost. Hence, the Watertown
Arsenal was no longer necessary to the needs of the national
defense. [Ref. 14] The Army felt that it could also
realign the activities from Fort Douglas to Fort Carson and
not affect the readiness of the reserve units which it
serviced. [Ref. 15] The Air Force did the same thing when
it closed Kincheloe Air Force Base. The Air Force felt
that, with the reduced tensions of the times and the scaling
back after the Vietnam war, Kincheloe was no longer
necessary to the national defense. [Ref. 12] Some recent
base closures have been the consequence of advancing
technology. The job of many of the Defense Early Warning
(DEW) stations was replaced by just such advances.
1 . Summary
The major criterion that the Department of Defense
uses for the closure of a military installation is based on
the needs of the national defense. Advances in technology
are allowing for the development of smaller and more
accurate defense systems. The bulk of the base closures
that took place in the 1960 's and 1970 's was a direct effect
of the end of the war in Vietnam. The Department of Defense
evaluated the capacity of its base structure and made
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closures and realignments on the basis of its perceived
needs in the support of national strategy.
I. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW
Each of the documents examined in this chapter presents
a different aspect of the same problem. Some are pro-base
closure and some are anti-base closure. In this chapter,
however, the author is not concerned with what position
someone might take on the issue of base closure. What the
author is interested in doing is developing the criteria for
base closure.
It is clear that cost to the federal government is a
major criterion of base closure. Not only does one have to
consider direct costs but also related costs, such as grants
from the Commerce or Labor departments to help establish
private industry in the community. These costs show up in
the proposals that the Department of Defense submits on
realignments as well as closures. These same costs were
then evaluated by the General Accounting Office. The
recommendations of the President's Private Sector Survey on
Cost Control and the subsequent analysis of these
recommendations by the General Accounting Office/
Congressional Budget Office show that the federal government
has costs it can cut.
The need for these cuts was echoed by the different
service representatives before the Defense Secretary's
Commission on Base Realignment and Closure. They told of
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operating the bases under ever tightening budget con-
straints. The closure or realignment of some military
installations is made easier because the Department of
Defense finds them unnecessary to the national defense. In
the proposals submitted by the Department of Defense, the
primary criterion is the requirements of the national
defense.
Another important criterion is the economic effect upon
the local community. This criterion is closely tied to the
criterion of political impact. Politicians rely on their
constituents for their continued political careers. They
cannot hope to keep their jobs if they do not oppose the
loss of jobs for the voters in their district or state. The
same cost savings that the government can realize by closing
military installations directly impact the local community.
The Summary of Completed Military Base Economic Adjustment
Projects; 25 years of Civilian Reuse gives 100 examples of
base closures. It gives the numbers of jobs lost and
gained, and gives a list of the new industries that have
been set up. The case studies of Kincheloe and Craig Air
Force Bases, the New Cumberland Repair Depot and Fort
Douglas show the effect upon the community can be quite
adverse. However, other documents such as Local Economic
Development After Military Base Closures by John Lynch and
The Community Impact of Military Installations by Darwin
Daicoff dispute the severity of the effect. The publication
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Communities in Transition also shows that the communities
can recover.
One other criterion is that of the environmental impact
of a base closure. Environmental groups do not want the
requirements of the National Environmental Protection Act to
be relaxed. The Department of Defense wants these
requirements eased so that it can close the bases and begin
to realize some savings. DOD states that clean up will take
place after the bases are closed and some savings realized.
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III. ANALYSIS
A. COST TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
This portion of the analysis is divided into discussions
of one-time costs, recurring costs, one-time cost savings
and recurring cost savings to the Federal Government. It
also addresses some of the problems of estimating these
costs. The analysis of one-time costs is further divided
into one-time costs to the Department of Defer. and one-
time costs to other Federal agencies.
1 . One-Time Costs
One-time costs are exactly what they appear to be.
They are costs which are incurred only once during the
closure of a base. They are divided into two parts.
a. One-Time DOD Costs
The following are costs which are incurred
directly by the Department of Defense in the closing or
realignment of an installation:
- Military and civilian transfer costs.
- Construction and caretaker costs.
- Contract termination.
- Recruiting and training new personnel.
- Equipment removal and reinstallation.
- Packing, crating and unpacking.
- Transportation of equipment.
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Some of the more obvious one-time costs of a
base closure include equipment removal and reinstallation,
packing, crating and unpacking, the transportation of
equipment and the transfer of military and civilian
personnel. There are no detailed data available on the cost
breakdown of the removal and reinstallation of equipment,
packing, crating and unpacking or the transportation of
equipment for most of the proposed base closures. However,
in the proposed closure of Kincheloe Air Force Base, the Air
Force used an initial cost per pound of $.77 for the
transportation of 275,000 pounds of material. The Air Force
revised this estimate to $.12 per pound when the GAO
requested the material transportation costs on the basis of
estimated weight of vehicles and equipment at the base.
This revised weight estimate was 14.1 million pounds. The
original Air Force estimates excluded a majority of the
equipment and vehicles which needed to be transported to
other locations. Although there do seem to be some cases in
which the total weights to be transferred differ, final
costs were, for the most part, the same in both the service
and the GAO estimates.
Other costs which must be considered during the
closure of a base are costs of base support. One of these
costs is contract termination. The cost of contract
termination can be found by doing an analysis of the
termination clauses in the current contracts administered by
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the base. In the case of Kincheloe Air Force Base, these
contracts included natural gas, aviation fuel, and
construction. The total contract termination cost for
Kincheloe was $981,000. Other services which need to be
terminated are such things as garbage removal, electricity
and sewage removal. These costs are closely related to the
recurring cost savings of ceasing base operations. The cost
savings of ending base support costs are initially offset by
the one-time cost of terminating these services.
The costs to recruit and train new personnel is
another area of disagreement between the services and the
GAO. In the realignment of support operations for the
Army's CH-47 from New Cumberland, Pennsylvania to Corpus
Christi, Texas, the Army estimated that it would need 233
additional people at Corpus Christi, v;hile the GAO estimated
there would be a need for 293 additional people. The Army
estimated it would need $188,200 to recruit and train these
people, while GAO estimate was $286,350. This is a per
person recruiting and training cost of $808 for the Army and
$977 for the GAO.
The cost of recruitment and training are
important aspects of any base closure or realignment in
which some of the functions of one base will be transferred
to another. These costs are directly related to the
proportion of the operations and the number of personnel
from the former base that are transferred. The number of
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additional personnel required to supplement the personnel
transferred will require some training and there will be
some cost to find these people.
One of the major portions of the one-time costs
of the closure of an installation is the cost of
transferring both military and civilian personnel. It does
not matter if the military position is being terminated or
moved to another installation. The government is still
liable for the cost of a final move. For terminating
military personnel, this move is from their current location
to their home of record or a location of lesser distance
than their home of record. The following are examples of
costs for proposed base closures
( 1) Military Personnel Transfer Costs .
Estimated Estimated
Total Costs Per Person Cost
KINCHELOE AIR FORCE BASE
[Ref. 11]
- Air Force Estimate $2,896,000 $1284
- GAO Estimate $2,935,000 $1296
FORT DOUGLAS
[Ref. 13]
- Army Estimate $47,800 $298
- GAO Estimate $46,300 $289
LORING AIR FORCE BASE
[Ref. 32]
- Air Force Estimate $3,480,990 $1314
- GAO Estimate $3,665,125 $1383
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(2) Civilian Personnel Transfer Costs .
Estimated Estimated
Total Costs Per Person Cost
KINCHELOE AIR FORCE BASE
[Ref. 11]
- Air Force Estimate $158,000 $389
- GAO Estimate $387,000 $801
FORT DOUGLAS
[Ref. 13]
- Army & GAO Estimates $264,800 $2878
LORING AIR FORCE BASE
[Ref. 32]
- Air Force & GAO Estimates $800,000 $2105
NEW CUMBERLAND ARMY DEPOT
[Ref. 12]
- Army Estimate $1,003,656 $1156
- GAO Estimate 998,024 $1010
These estimated per person costs for the
transfer of military and civilian personnel were based on
the proposed transfer costs and the number of military and
civilian personnel at the base. These six estimates for the
military personnel transfer costs have a weighted average
cost of $1311 per person. In terms of percentage of
military personnel reduced in force, Kincheloe reduced their
command by 51%, Fort Douglas by 4%, and Loring reduced by
49%. These proposed closures averaged out to a 35%
reduction in force. The weighted average per person
civilian transfer cost is $1126. The average percent of the
civilian work force reduced in the proposed closure of
Kincheloe and Loring Air Force bases and of Fort Douglas was
62%.
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Another aspect of one-time DOD costs is
that of caretaker costs. The following is a list of costs
from GAO evaluations of DOD proposals of base closures:
NUMBER CARETAKER COST
OF ACRES COSTS PER ACRE
Fort Douglas 119 $288,733 $2,426.33
Kincheloe AFB 6200 $5, 118, 000 $825.48
Fort Dix 31, 110 $1,921, 333 $61.75
The caretaker costs for these three bases
and the acreage for Fort Douglas and Kincheloe AFB came from
the GAO evaluations of DOD proposals to close or realign
these bases. The information on the acreage of Fort Dix
came from a DOD publication of all the military
installations within the United States and its territories.
[Ref. 27] These calculations show a decreasing caretaker
cost per acre as the size of the facility increases. Once
again, the lack of detailed data prevented further
calculations, such as caretaker cost per building or the
number of caretakers per building or per acre of property.
These data were available on the proposed closure of
Kincheloe Air Force Base and the numbers calculated were one
caretaker per 19.31 acres and one caretaker for every three
buildings. Another calculation made using these data was
that there was a proposed cost of almost $24,000 per year
per caretaker involved.
There is some correlation between the
recurring savings and the caretaker costs of a base closure.
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The larger a military installation, the larger the caretaker
cost. However, the larger the installation, the larger the
base operations and the larger the recurring cost savings
from its closure.
There is very little analysis that can be
done on the one-time costs to the Department of Defense.
This is due to a lack of detailed data. The data that the
author was able to obtain were very generalized data from
GAO evaluations of DOD proposals to close or realign bases,
b. One-Time Costs to Other Federal Agencies
There are also one-time costs to other
government agencies which are affected by a base closure.
These government agencies include the Departments of Labor,
Commerce and Health Education and Welfare.
(1) Grants . Another aspect of the cost to the
government that needs to be included in the calculation of
base closure costs is that of economic grants. The state or
community can receive funds from federal agencies to help it
recover from a base closure. In a special report the U.S.
Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, documented the
distribution of grants for manpower retraining. This
document shows that $18,827,400 was distributed to 19
communities, involving some 11,264 persons. [Ref. 16] The
cost of this program per community is $990,915 with a cost
of over $1,600 per person involved. Fort Smith, Arkansas
received a total of $2,221,400 in loans and grants from
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three different federal agencies. When the Army closed the
Burlington Army Ammunition Plant; Burlington City, New
Jersey received $5.8 million in grants from the Department
of Commerce. [Ref. 28] In an examination of nine
communities affected by base closures, a total of
$26,158,400 was distributed in the form of loans or grants
by the Departments of Commerce, Labor and Health Education
and Welfare.-'- Although it may be difficult to estimate the
cost to the government of grants from federal agencies for
future base closures, it must be considered in the closure
costs of a military installation. [Ref. 16]
2 . Recurring Costs
The annual costs of a base closure are determined by
numerous factors. The increased housing allowance payments
resulting from removing available quarters from the DOD
inventory and the costs of providing support for any
remaining personnel are two examples. The analysis of
recurring costs is further divided into DOD and non-DOD
recurring costs.
a. Recurring Costs to DOD
The costs of the personnel remaining in a
geographic region where a base closure has taken place are
often incurred by those people who will now have to go to
^These communities are Fort Smith, Arkansas,
Springfield, Massachusetts, Rome, New York, Middletown,
Pennsylvania, Greenville, South Carolina, Greenville,
Mississippi, Reno, Nevada, Waco, Texas, and Moses Lake,
Washington.
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the private sector for services which were provided by the
base. These costs include increased CHAMPUS costs, costs of
gas and lubricants due to greater distance which must be
driven from the new base, and military personnel support.
The increase in CHAMPUS costs comes about as a consequence
of closing the hospital on a military installation. The
closure of such a hospital will make it necessary for
retired personnel to seek medical attention from the private
sector. This will cause an increase in CHAMPUS costs paid
to these private sector medical facilities to cover the
needs of DOD retirees.
These increased CHAMPUS costs along with
increased BAQ, VHA and subsistence allowances will occur for
active duty personnel who must remain in the area after a
base closure. In the case of Kincheloe Air Force Base, the
closure of the hospital and the elimination of available
base housing could cause an increase in the aforementioned
costs and allowances for the personnel who have to remain
and operate the radar station. These costs are called
personnel support costs. For the closure of Kincheloe Air
Force Base, the Air Force used a cost of $950.00 per person
to determine the personnel support costs. [Ref. 12] These
increased costs tend to offset the recurring cost savings of
shutting down the operations at the base. These recurring
cost savings will be discussed later.
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The increased cost in gas and lubricants is an
example of recurring costs associated with the proposed
closure of Fort Douglas. The maintenance facility at Fort
Douglas does routine maintenance at National Guard
installations in the surrounding area. Shifting this
operation to Fort Carson will cause an increase in the usage
of gas and oil due to the fact that Fort Carson is further
away from these National Guard installations. The Army
estimated an increase of $12,000 per year for additional gas
and lubricants as a recurring cost of the proposed
realignment from Fort Douglas to Fort Carson,
b. Non-DOD recurring costs
Another recurring cost, which is pecular to the
closure of an installation which has some potential
historical interest, is that of maintaining the old military
installation as a national historic site. This was one of
the proposed costs of closing Fort Douglas. The GAO
estimated an annual cost of $500,000, while the Department
of the Interior's cost estimate was $400,000. [Ref. 15] It
would appear that another recurring cost is that of
caretaker status. The readings suggest the military
services are responsible for the initial caretaker costs.
However, after the initial 18 months, the facility is in the
hands of the GSA and it is responsible for caretaker costs
if the property has not been sold. [Ref. 12]
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3 . One-Time Cost Savings
One-time cost savings, or cost avoidances, are
strictly a function of construction projects that were
planned but will be cancelled if the base is closed. These
construction projects must have the funds already allocated,
yet construction not started. The proposal to close Fort
Dix had an Army estimated cost avoidance of $20.2 million.
[Ref. 29] The Air Force estimated the cost avoidance for
Kincheloe and Loring Air Force Bases at $9.2 million [Ref.
12] and $26.6 million [Ref. 27], respectively.
4 . Recurring Cost Savings
The amount of recurring cost savings is dependent
upon the size of the installation. The more civilian or
military jobs terminated, the greater the savings. The key
to the realization of these savings is the actual reduction
of end-strength numbers. If the personnel are transferred
from one base to another there are no actual savings. In
the calculation of the cost of closing of Loring Air Force
Base, the GAO used the wages of officers, enlisted and
civilians. The costs were $25,024 for officers, $10,709 for
enlisted and $17,004 for civilians. These are annual costs
per person. [Ref. 27] The Army used an enlisted cost of
$11,372 in the proposed closure of Fort Dix [Ref. 29] and
$18,028 for the civilian cost in the closure of New
Cumberland Army Depot. [Ref. 13]
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other costs to be included in the calculation of
recurring cost savings include housing and base operation
and maintenance, contractor support, and communication. The
savings in housing operation cost from the proposed closure
of Fort Douglas was $191,000, or $2,894 per house. [Ref.
15] Kincheloe Air Force Base had 375 houses on the post at
the time of the closure. The savings per house of the
proposed closure was $3,624. [Ref. 12] There were also
recurring savings of $368,000 in communication fees that GAO
estimated in the proposed closure of Kincheloe. These
savings would come about from the decreased usage of
telephone lines and communication networks.
As discussed in the section on recurring costs, the
offsets to the recurring savings of base operations are the
increased costs of personnel support. The removal of
available housing increases BAQ and VHA costs, and the loss
of medical and dental facilities increases CHAMPUS costs.
Offsetting the recurring cost savings of leased communica-
tion lines is the one time cost to disconnect this service
and any contract termination costs.
5 . Cost Estimation
Cost estimation is a major issue in using cost to
the government as a criterion for base closures. In the 10
October 1979 review by GAO of the Army's proposal to close
Fort Douglas, there were numerous instances where the GAO
and Army costs did not agree.
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Examples of these disagreements include when the GAO
used the rate/rank of the actual personnel occupying base
housing to calculate BAQ savings, while the Army used a
standard rate/rank of "lower grade personnel." [Ref. 15]
The Army totaled the square footage of office space and
storage space at Fort Douglas and used this to determine the
cost of leasing at the new location. The Army then applied
a cost of $5 per square foot of storage space. The GAO
found that the Army's total square footage included the Navy
and Marine Corps Reserve Center, which was to remain at Fort
Douglas. The GAO also found that the Army needed to apply
a cost of $2 per square foot of warehouse storage space and
$8 per square foot of storage space of less than 500 square
feet, leased jointly with office space. The Army included
in their proposed cost of leasing space enough parking
spaces for all personnel to be transferred. GAO officials
stated that the government pays for parking of government
owned vehicles only, so it deleted that cost. [Ref. 15]
The GAO review of the Air Force's proposal to close
Kincheloe Air Force Base found similar errors in cost
estimation. These errors included a duplication in savings
of $508,000 from the family housing operation, as these were
already included in estimated personnel cost savings. The
Air Force estimated a savings of 100 miles per day by
closing Kincheloe and removing it from the air delivery
route. The actual savings was 50 miles. The Air Force
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underestimated the communications cost savings by not taking
into account savings from leased phone lines and the
transfer of communication equipment to other bases. The GAO
included the loss of temporary part-time positions as a cost
savings while the Air Force did not. [Ref. 12]
These differences in cost estimation between the
different services and GAO occurred in other evaluations
that the author used in the research for this thesis. These
differences can be seen in the section on one-time DOD costs
in this chapter. The tables of military and civilian
personnel transfer costs clearly show this difference in
cost estimation. Other areas in which difference in cost
estimation occurred were in the calculation of recruitment
and training costs and in caretaker costs. Any cost
estimation which involves personnel is one for which there
can be a difference in total cost. This occurs in the
majority of cases examined by the author because the
military branch and GAO cannot agree on the total number of
personnel involved in the closure or realignment.
The following is a table of the proposed cost and
savings estimates for the closure or realignment of five
military installations:
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DOD ESTIMATE GAO ESTIMATE
ONE TIME ANNUAL ONE TIME ANNUAL
MILITARY BASE COST SAVINGS COST SAVINGS
Fort Dix 53.31 16.25 72.47 15.84
Loring A.F.B. 8.70 26.70 8.90 25.70
Fort Douglas 2.56 .79 2.65 .58
Kincheloe A.F.B. 11.34 22.17 27.90 27.95
New Cumberland
Army Depot 5.82 6.58
These estimates are in millions of dollars. The service's
cost estimates were less than the GAO cost estimates in all
five of the cases examined. The service's savings estimates
were more than the GAO savings estimates in three out of
four of the cases examined. The differences between the
service's and GAO ' s estimates of the cost of a base closure
range from $90,000 to $19.16 million. The differences,
however, between three of the five estimates were less than
$800,000. The reason for the large difference in the Air
Force's and GAO ' s estimates of the proposed closure of
Kincheloe was because GAO included caretaker costs and costs
associated with unemployment and food stamp compensation and
the Air Force did not. The reason for the large difference
in the estimation of cost for the proposed closure of Fort
Dix was because the Army included a one time cost avoidance
of $20.25 million in construction projects. GAO did not
include these costs because the Army had not received final




There were data available on the one-time cost
avoidances for Fort Dix, Loring AFB and Kincheloe AFB.
However, in the case of Fort Dix and Loring AFB, the GAO did
not feel these costs were warranted because the funding for
them had not been approved. These bases had a DOD estimated
total one-time cost avoidance of $56.1 million. The GAO,
however, only recognized a $9,043 million one-time cost
avoidance for Kincheloe AFB.
6 . Payback Period
The proposed costs for the closure of the different
bases examined by the author range from $73.6 million for
Fort Dix to $2.6 million for Fort Douglas. The payback
period (the time it v;ould take to recover the one-time cost
of closing a base) ranged from over six years to less than
one. The average time to recover one-time costs of a base
closure for both the DOD and GAO was estimated for four base
closures^ at 4.1 years. All of these payback periods fall
v/ithin the guidelines established by the Department of
Defense, which is seven to ten years [Ref. 27]. The
majority of these periods also meet the Secretary of Defense
recommended six year time frame for a payback period [Ref.
1]. These payback periods include a Department of Defense
standard interest rate of 10%. [Ref. 30]
^These four bases were Forts Dix and Douglas and
Kincheloe and Loring Air Force Bases.
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7 . Summary
As discussed previously in this section, there is a
considerable lack of detailed data available on costs of a
base closure. The GAO evaluations of the DOD proposals to
close or realign bases provide some data. These are only
the totals, however, they do not provide the information on
how the totals were arrived at. There is more information
available from federal agencies other than the Department of
Defense. This information is usually more detailed
information. However, this information is only a small
portion of the overall costs to the Government.
A critical factor as far as costs to the government
is concerned is the problem of cost estimation. Examination
of the studies of base realignments and closures clearly
shows that the different services have difficulty estimating
all the costs of a base closure. It would appear that they
estimate only those costs which directly affect the
Department of Defense. The Department of Defense consis-
tently underestimated the costs and over-estimated cost
savings.
B. LOCAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
Perhaps the most publicized aspect of a base closure is
the impact that it has on the local community and its
economy. This impact includes, primarily, the effects upon
unemployment and retail sales. This section will include an
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analysis of how communities affected by base closures have
recovered and grown.
1. Impact on Unemployment
Two major economic effects of a base closure are the
layoff of the civilian work force and the transfer of the
military personnel. The data presented below on the
increase in unemployment clearly show that there is an
effect upon the community. The Summary of Completed
Military Base Economic Adjustment Projects lists 100 cases
of base closure. In the closure of these 100 bases, a total
of 93,424 civilian jobs were lost. That's an average of 934
people per closure. The average is not that significant
because the actual number of job losses ranged from to
12,300. The figures from the Summary of Completed Military
Base Economic Adjustment Projects on new civilian jobs shows
that there were 138,138 new jobs created to offset the
93,424 lost. This results in a ratio of more than 1.48
jobs created to jobs lost. The number of jobs created was
greater than the number of jobs lost in 72% of the closures
cited in this publication. In these closures there were
116,159 jobs created and 39,626 lost. This gives a ratio of
2.93 jobs created to those lost. The closure of Brookley
Air Force Base in Mobile, Alabama and Olmsted Air Force Base
in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania account for 22,350 of the lost
jobs. This is almost 25% of the lost jobs in only 2% of the
base closures. Removing these two bases from the survey
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drops the average number of jobs lost to almost 800.
However, in 28% of these cases, the jobs lost outnumbered
the jobs created. There was a loss in these cases of 53,798
jobs compared to the 21,979 jobs created. This results in a
ratio of over 2.45 jobs lost to jobs created. [Ref. 5] The
following are some statistics on the increase in unemploy-
ment for cities where base closures took place: [Ref. 31]
Unemployment Increase
City/State After Base Closure







The data for unemployment increases for Sault Ste. Marie,
Michigan and Selma, Alabama were estimates. The Sault Ste.
Marie, Michigan estimate came from the GAO ' s review of an
Air Force proposal, and the Selma, Alabama estimate came
from a document on the closure of Craig Air Force Base
published by the people of Selma and Dallas counties. The
unemployment increase for Saltville, Virginia came from the
publication Communities in Transition . [Ref. 24] The data
for the unemployment increases for the remainder of the
cities came from decreases in employment reported in the
U.S. Department of Labor's Employment and Earnings for the




Iinpact on Retail Sales
Table 1 is a list of the 24 communities mentioned in
the article by John Lynch in which the effect of a base
closure on retail sales was measured. [Ref. 16] From the
data presented in the article by John Lynch, it can be seen
that the closure of a military installation affected the
retail sales of the local community less than 30 percent of
the time. Of the seven communities which saw a drop in
retail sales, five had an increase in sales the first year
after the closure. Of the 22 cities in which there were
data available for the first year after the closure, 86%
showed an increase in retail sales over that of the year
before closure. This information, combined with the report
from the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations [Ref. 19] and the analysis done by Darwin Daicoff
[Ref. 20], suggests that a major portion of military payroll
is spent within the base itself, and not entirely in the
local community.
3 Other Economic Effects
There are other economic effects which can be
directly attributed to the transfer of military personnel.
Figures concerning the proposed closure of Craig Air Force
Base are as follows;
- The base personnel raised $35,000 in pledges for the
local combined federal campaign.




RETAIL SALES IN MILLIONS
Community
1st year
Year before Year of after
closure closure closure
COMMUNITIES WHICH HAD A DECREASE IN RETAIL SALES




Lake Charles, LA 143.9 141.0 149.1 154.7
Presque Isle, ME 22.8 19.4 20.3 21.3
Salina, KS 90.2 89.2 94.3 99.2
Greencove Springs,
FL 14.1 12.8 13.2 14.7
Reno, NV 240.0 239.4 238.0
Roswell, NM 71.2 70.0 78. 1
Edgemont , SD 11.9 10.8
Mobile, AL $440. $458.6 $477.2 $482.6
Fort Smith, AR 177.9 178.4 186.5 198.6
Macon, GA 196.3 220.2 235.9 306. 3
Decat IL 161.8 161.8 177.5 195. 1
Sprincj-^ield, MA 847.8 860.6
Greenville, MS 115.6 132.0 137.0 144.4
Lincoln, NE 238.3 240.4 255.2 247.8
Sidney, NE 22.4 23 .9 25.2 25.9
Rome, NY 441.2 462.2 490.7 504.6
Port Clinton, OH 41.0 44.9 46.4 49.0
Toledo, OH 721.4 731.4 780.9 836.4
Harrisburg, PA 706.1 747.6 792.3
York, PA 392.8 393.5 437.7 467.5
Greenville, SC 243.9 250.6 294.5 318.9
Harlingen, TX 151.0 154.3 161.9 167.9
Waco, TX 194.7 211.7 220.0 248.8
Moss Lake, WA 67.9 72 .2 82 . 1
- An estimated 260 homes and apartments would be vacated.
- The loss of $100,000 in federal impact funds.
- An average $80,000 annual loss in tuition paid to the
local state community college. [Ref. 18]
This is an additional economic burden of over $200,000 which
was put on the community.
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4 . Recovery of the Local Community
The 100 former bases in the Summary of Completed
Military Base Economic Adjustment Projects are now the
location of 12 four-year colleges and 33 post-secondary
vocational technical schools or community colleges. Forty-
two of the bases are now Municipal or General Aviation
airports. Seventy-five former bases are the sites of
industrial and office parks. [Ref. 5] Another study issued
by the President's Economic Adjustment Committee, titled The
Civilian Use of Radar Stations , shows that the number of
jobs created outnumber the jobs lost in greater than 50% of
the closures, while only 14% of the facilities were
found to have no economic value. [Ref. 25] The following
are examples of how communities have recovered:
- Saltville, Virginia—Five years after the closure of Air
Force Plant #80, unemployment has dropped from a high of
25% to 9% and retail sales are up 64%.
- Benicia, California--Ten years after the closure of the
Benicia Military Arsenal property values have increased
9 1/4 times. Tax revenues are up by more than 700%, the
job ratio is 1.29 jobs created to jobs lost, and the
building occupancy rate is at 95%.
- Edison, New Jersey—Ten years after the closure of
Raritan Arsenal, the installation now houses Middlesex
County College, which enrolls 8000 full-time and 10,000
part-time students, and employs three times as many
people as the arsenal did. rRef. 24]
- Hanna City, Illinois--The state began operations of a
youth center almost immediately after this radar station
closed. The youth center employs approximately 100
people, providing many more jobs than the Air Force did.
Included in this job figure is most of the maintenance
staff that worked for the Air Force. [Ref. 25]
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It often takes two or three years for a community to
recover from the loss of a military installation. [Ref. 5]
However, this is dependent on the actions of the local
community. Prompt action by the local community can insure
a shorter turnover time between the military and private
industry. [Ref. 11] The community of Mineral Wells, Texas
recovered in just seven months, and the community of
Greenville, South Carolina recovered in just four months.
In both cases, the involvement and quick response of the
community leaders was the cause of such short recovery
times. [Ref. 24]
5 . Growth of the Local Community
The same closures discussed in the previous section,
also show a average annual employment growth of 3.0%,
compared with a national average employment growth of 4.0%
over approximatly the same period. Specific examples of
closures such as Mineral Wells and Laredo, Texas show an
average annual employment growth of 14% and 40% respec-
tively. These average employment increases are for the
years 1973 to 1977. During this same time the state of
Texas experienced an average employment increase of only







YEAR YEAR EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT
CLOSED RECOVERED INCREASE INCREASE
Benicia, CA 1964 1974 40% 30%
Edison, NJ 1964 1974 23% 284%
Brunswick, GA 1974 1977 5% 2172%
Sanford, FL 1968 1977 51% 100%
York, PA 1964 1975 17% 69%
Greenville, SC 1963 1974 61% 433%
Lewiston, MT 1971 1975 16% 3600%
The figures for the state employment increases came
from the Office of Economic Adjustment's Communities in
Transition . [Ref. 24] The figures for the former military-
base employment increase came from the Department of Labor's
Employment and Earnings [Ref. 31]. The dates for these data




The effect of a base closure upon the local
community is undeniable. The increase in the unemployment
statistics for the cities and states listed in this section
demonstrates this impact. The closure of the 100 bases
listed in the Summary of Completed Military Base Economic
Adjustment Projects all had some effect on the local
community. These bases averaged 934 job losses per closure.
Job losses directly affect other parts of the community. If
workers who lose their jobs are transferred or move to find
other jobs, the housing market is affected. Also affected
is the retail sales of the local merchants and the local tax
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base. The transfer of the military personnel and their
dependents compounds the adversity of these effects. More
houses are vacated, the local merchants lose more sales, and
less sales means less sales tax collected.
It is not, however, impossible for the community to
recover. The case studies in Communities in Transition show
that the sooner the community gets involved with converting
the base to private industry, the less will be the impact
upon the community. Greenville, South Carolina was on the
way to recovery four months after the closing of Donaldson
Air Force Base [Ref. 24]. The Summary of Completed Military
Base Economic Adjustment Projects shows that overall, base
closures have been good for the community. A total of
165,618 new jobs replaced the 93,424 jobs lost [Ref. 5].
This recovery is due in part to the fact that the effect of
a military installation upon the local community is not as
great as some might think. John Lynch ' s article clearly
shows that retail sales were affected in less that 30% of
the base closures [Ref. 16] . This article supports Darwin
Daicoff's estimation that as much as 50% of the military
payroll is spent on base [Ref. 20]. These factors, combined
with the help that is available from the Office of Economic
Adjustment and other federal agencies, ease the impact of a
base closure upon the local community.
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C. POLITICAL IMPACT
The political impact of a base closure often leads to
the loss of a job for a congressman. Since there were no
hard data to prove that a member of Congress lost his or her
job specifically because of a base closure, no analysis was
possible. Appendix C gives a breakdown by state of the
number of military installations in the United States.
D. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Testimony before the Defense Secretary's Commission on
Base Realignment and Closure by different environmental
groups shows that there is genuine concern about hazardous
waste left behind after military installations close. The
major concern is the contamination of drinking water. The
environmental groups want to prevent the contamination of
ground water, aquifers and wells. They contend that, if the
hazardous waste is not cleaned up prior to the closure, it
v;ill be allov;ed to sit and the chances of further
contamination are increased. None of the groups that spoke
before the commission offered any data to support this
claim. The Office of the Secretary of Defense, as well as
the different service representatives, testified that the
DOD will clean up the waste, but it wants to close the bases
first. Once cost savings are realized, DOD would agree to
clean up the hazardous waste. Examination of all applicable
laws shows the Department of Defense is liable for clean up.
[Ref. 26] There is also a program called Superfund
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Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA) [Ref. 33] that
cleans up contamination found after a base closure.
The author called three of the bases listed in the
Summary of Completed Military Base Economic Adjustment; 25
Years of Civilian Reuse to find out if hazardous waste was
found after a base closure. The data that the author found
indicated that, in one case, hazardous waste was found and
that not all of the waste had been cleaned up by DOD.
E. IMPACT ON DEFENSE READINESS
The same lack of hard data that limits the analysis of
the criterion of cost to the government again restricts the
discussion of national defense as a criterion. The
testimony before the Defense Secretary's Commission on Base
Realignment and Closure by the representatives of the
Department of Defense is unanimous. National defense is the
primary concern to the DOD in a base closure. Vice Admiral
J. A. Baldwin, Director for Strategic Plans and Policy, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, spoke of the importance of bases to the
strategic support of national defense. Admiral Baldwin was
followed by the Secretaries of the Army and of the Navy, the
Under Secretary of the Air Force, and a host of other top
echelon officials from the different services. The theme of
all their testimony was the same. The critical considera-
tion in the closure of a base is its part in the defense of
the United States. This theme was echoed by Professor
Thompson is his testimony about privatization of military
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installations. He stated that the role the base plays in
the support of national defense takes consideration of the
benefits of privatization. The Army presented support for
the national defense in its proposal to close the Watertown
arsenal. It stated that, since the items produced by the
arsenal could be obtained at lesser cost from the private
sector, it could no longer justify the arsenal's existence.
This same lack of justification was the reason for the
proposed realignment of New Cumberland Army Depot. The Army
had excess capacity in support of its CH-47 helicopter
program. It decided to reduce unnecessary support and
overhead costs and saw that it could do so, without
affecting national defense.
F. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
There is a considerable lack of historical data
available on the topic of base closures. There is a
marginal amount of data available on bases prior to their
closure. However, data on the costs of a completed base
closure are almost non-existent. As intuitively obvious or
pleasing as the aspect of political impact of a closure
might be, it is almost, if not, impossible to prove. This
same problem exists with respect to the impact on national
defense. Information on national defense as a criterion
came from base closure proposals and testimony before the
Defense Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment and
Closure. Hence, the data for national defense, as a
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criterion, are just testimony. The testimony before the
Defense Secretary's Commission by environment groups
provided no data to support their claims that DOD will allow
hazardous waste to remain once a base is closed. Data
collected by the author show that in one case, hazardous
waste was found after the base was closed. The Department
of Defense contends that it will clean up the waste, but
that it would like to realize some savings first. It also
contends that, even if NEPA is relaxed, there are other laws
that will insure that it cleans up the waste.
The greatest amount of data that were available were on
the impact on the local community. Unemployment statistics,
growth rates, and the list of 100 base closures were very
informative. The publications. Communities in Transition
and Civilian Reuse of Radar Stations , clearly show that
communities can and do recover. This information clearly
shows the extent to which a closure impacts the local
community. The only hard data on costs to the government
came from costs to non-DOD agencies. These were data on
loans and grants to help the community recover from the
closure. The only other information consisted of estimates.
These estimates came mostly from DOD proposals for closure
or realignment. GAO reports on these proposals clearly
illustrate the difficulty in estimating costs and the fact
that costs to other government agencies should be
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considered, not just those impacting the Department of
Defense.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions from the information available on costs to
the Federal Government as a criterion for base closures are
very limited. This is due to the fact that there is very
little detailed information available. One conclusion which
becomes obvious from the readings is that the costs which
the Department of Defense considers applicable to the
closure of a base are only a portion of the total costs to
the Federal government. Other agencies incur costs as a
consequence of base closures. It can also be concluded that
the cost to close military installations can be recovered in
the time limits prescribed by the Department of Defense. A
final conclusion which can be drawn is that a major issue in
the determination of cost to the government is cost
estimation. Elimination of the disagreements over how to
estimate costs would greatly reduce the discrepancies
between DOD and GAO estimates.
Conclusions drawn from the information available on
local economic impact as a criterion are more numerous due
to the more detailed information available. It is clear
that the effect on retail sales is not as great as one might
imagine. It is also clear that the number of jobs gained is
greater than those lost.
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There are no conclusions which can be drawn regarding
the impact on defense readiness and the political impact of
a base closure. The information gathered by the author on
these two criteria are strictly opinions and cannot be
substantiated as fact. The same can be said about the
information concerning the environmental impact of a base
closure. Neither the Department of Defense nor the
environmental groups who testified before the Defense
Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment and Closure
provided any information to support their claims. The
author did find one instance to support the claims of the
environmental groups.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
One change in practice that would facilitate subsequent
base closure analyses is to retain more detailed records on
future closures of military installations. Another
recommendation is to give more consideration to Professor
Fred Thompson's idea of the privatization of military
installations. [Ref. 1] If it comes down to the choice of
closing one base or another, and one base would be preferred
by the private sector because of its location or facilities,
then that base should be chosen. This choice would lessen
the effect upon the local community by reducing the time it
takes to change over from a military to a private economic
base. Also, if the location of one base is preferred by
private interests to another, that could increase the price
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that the government would receive for the property, thus
reducing the cost of closure. A final recommendation is
that there be more coordination between the Department of
Defense and the GAO in the calculation of the costs involved
in a base closure. It would appear that many of the
discrepancies in cost estimation can be eliminated with
better sharing of the sources of these costs.
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APPENDIX A
Summary of Completed Military Base
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Rwcho P-dlos Venlcs. 1974
1974"
70 - City and School (Wiccs,
City ol HdMchu Hilos Verdes
E.MP Don.ilt^ Gu'u/;y Cit> Mjnatjer,
Calitornia"
N.Vt S.le 55
1911 Cilv lI (iaiicliu F*jios Vt'ides,





Huiiteis Kiini Navjl Shipyard
1973 75^ J.BbO 1.500 1.500
1976 11,9511
Triple A Machine Shop, Int.
University ol Calilornia.
Dcpjftnit'nl ol the Navy
Uiitler^jtei Fiplusive Testing lab
I.E.F CliHoid P LcGetie General
Manjijef. Iiiplc A Mjchme Sh0[i
Hunii'i'.. f\iiiii ShipHii!
Sail lianciscu, Caliiuiiua 941?4
1415' ;.:'a:.7
Torrance. Calilornia






City ol Tc'-ance Park Facililies Gene Barnen, Director
Recieaiion Oepartinoiit, City o(




Oiruid Air hiice Base
Culiii'iJo Springs, Colamdo










Ventura County Community Col'vije JdOlCl
InlciniipMn, Geoige Banmsiui OOlliSI
Coiii|idny, US Navy. Oinard High 2U0IT)
Schodi Dislfict. Caniillij Airport
Veniiiia County Otiiccs
United Slaiei Olympic Committee
Hijls. USOC Olynipn Tiammij
Centei, Hi|lrs NjhonjI
Onverniiig Rodie^. Iiji IB Sports
A.CE. James G ONrill Airports




OR Ronald Rowjr. General Counsel
United St.iies Olynipic Coinniittet
17bU East UiiuMir Stictl.
Cnlotado Spiiiigs Coljurtc "inOi'
im: 632 5551





MlCi'> All h.<rce Base
Sanforrt. Florida
Saiilord \j.dl Air Station
Albany Georgia
Alban, Navjl A» Station
Brunswick. Georgia
Glynco Naval An Station

























Kelsey Hayes, Kuslnm Kan.
Mannc fdl'ficalofs. Sun State
Maiinc. Hope Conjuaid.
f^gasiis Tec'riicliiijii'S.
Gieai Lakes Diedgu b Dock
Fan Taylor Stale Park. 100(C)
Florida Marine Institute,
Boat Building b Slieet Metal
Coitipj lib, Monroe County
Menia! Mealtli Center
Oavi'soii Research, Arvida Coip, 600(0)




Cobra Boats. Davis Mechanical. 975>'T)
Haidie liiigation, Scottys,
flurida Gas Irammg Ceniei,
Municipal Aiipon
Miller Brewery.
Kiogpi iy;ariot Buner, 1.200(T)
Job Corps
Federal bw Enforcement Training 1.350^T)
Centei General Electric.
Glynco Machine b loot. Map
International. Muniopal A,rport
l.Ho Ed Stewart. Manager.
Clay County Port Inc.
PO Boi 477.
Green Cove Springs floridj 32043
(91)4' 284 3676
Ci} Steve McOaruel. Eiecuiive
H Hi Ho Director Kei VVesI Redevelnpment
I.D.i:S Aul-i.,-, II) Bii. 1(1.1'









Stephen J Cnnk, Director ol
Piopenies, urtjiei Orlando
A.idtlOn Autlioiily, }\j liui
620004, OKjri.L FIciida 32362
(305) 826 2045




C Lamar Clilton. Eieculiwe
Director Albany Clianiber ol
Commeict, PO Boi 308,
Albany Ceoigia 31702
(9121 883 6900
Gordon Davis, Vice Prcsidenl7
























On Base On Base
Direct
OK Base Majoi Firms/
Jobs* Activities








Leslie T Allen. CitY Manager,
City Hall. Oecatoi. Illinois fi2S?5
12171 4?4 2n»J
Forest Park. Illinois







3015 3 015 Rpijinnal Shopping Mall.
US ftistal Serviri'
BiiH V.jil Ceniti
Marlene Ooandt. Village Clcik,
Forest ?aik, Illinois GIII30
13121 366 2323
Columbus. Indiana





520 520 Cumniins Engine Indiana Univ
and f'liidiic Univrtsil> Lukmitius
I'ltcisiuii, Hhodes Av, H.i.icu.
Municipal Airport
1,200(C1 ACE. Wendell Ross. Manager.
H.i Colunilnji ' dkal.it Airport.
Coluinbiii. Indiana 4721JI
18121 376 2519
Tcrie Hduic liiiliana 1966 253
Ol-Il-iisl- liidustiial Plant 1967 1 1
Eijuiiiiiii-Ml Ceiilt'r
Sdluid Kansas 196S 326
Sil.iiHiij All hiiLt Bdsr 1966 (4,7101
3,900 3 400




Beech Aircraft. Rickel Mfij
.




I Mdik Bladt Assistant Elircctoi of
Redtvelopment. City Hall Room
3ri Terre HdUI^ Indiana 4.'iia3
(B121 232aMb
4f'l.ni A.Aq.CE. Tim Rogers. Eipcotive Vice
4IU1SI f.H.lliil Piesidtm. Salina Aiiport
R.S Aiiihoiity Salina Kansas 67401
19131 827 3914
fopeka. Kansas





2.5C0 Lano Enterprises. Heliftight,
Topeka Wdsle Systems.
Macniillan Publislieis. National
Giij- :. Slate llealtli OeiLirlment.
MiiniLipal Airport
4fl(TI A.CEH Jane Davis. ConiptroHer
IMIJd lopeka All In.lu^iid' Park.




lluiiinj Ad lull 1: Station
1972
1972 11121








A''|in(t Coiiuiijssiiifi Pfl Box
10158. Iloumd. loiii-,.di,d 7U360
15041 B72 4D46
Lake Charles. Louisiana





1,100 Fisher Mfg. THI Helicopters.








City Planiunij PQ Bo> 1178.
La*e Charles buisiana 7lj602
I21H1 491 1210
NeM Iberid. Louisiana






'220 1.220 Air Logistics InL,
Univeisily 1' SW louisiana,
Hathmick Drill Ca, Carborundum,
tottljnd Bros. Otis bm Corp
N I McCullough Co. Gull Suuiii
Research Institulr. finl! An
Iransport Inc. Miinniiial Airport
T500ICI A.CE, Rnck Lassene Director.
90lS' H.I,M. Iberia Airport Aulliuntv
R.S. Nm Iberia, touisiana 70560
I3I8I 365 7202
Bangof. Maine





Electfomcs. Hqii Bat Habo'
A.fliM,';, US Air Ftjtce'
Univer^Iy ol Maine.
Stale Depanmenl of Human
Services. Municipal Airport
A.E.F Edward G McKeon.
HojM. Director o( Devtiopmeni,










Stale o' Maine Minimum
SecuriTY Prison am!
Training bcility
98(T1 E.S JeHfev Merni;. Director
Oi<j'lt'Slon Minimum Security
Prison, Charleston Wjtfu. 04422,
PiL-sque Islt. Maine 1961 268
Presijue Islt Air hitit Base 1362 11.2591
1.100 275 Aroostook Shoe Ca, Indian Head
Plywood, Mill) ken Tomlinson.
tnrernalional Paper Co..
Burtells I'rt'Si Chppinq* Northern
Maine VocalionalTecnnical Insliiute.
Mumcipal Airpon
560(D' AE.l Larry E Clark,
M.I.S Eitcutive Oiiedoi
PiesQue Isle Imluii'ial Council,
PO Bo. 831.
















On Base On Base
Direct



















(23 Busincsst'sl Universal Foods,
Thrashers Fuinitui^ Clean
All Inc. PK McCanliy llitks.
McCnimick. Coil Mflal Ca.
John lucds ftiiniiiiij Co
Boston Design Center
Corona Cmtdin,
























24(lC, 36 Soulh Duties SliccI,
Bdllimoie Md'yland 21201
I3nv f 17 9305
Marilyn Schwjrt; Lloyd Diieclor,
tcoiioillic lli-.finiiniuiil dnd
liijustiidl Cuiii ol Bcjston,










Busiuii Slupydid - Soulh Boston
1974
1977
Boston M.iiinc Indusliial Park,
Piiriiljio.' CiiiiLri, leon
Clothiiuj, fjeiicral Ship,





lndu>!iid' Coip ol Busio.i
































DMC Energy Inc, First
New [iiyljrul Consortium,





SS Pieice, Standard MIg
Digital Ei)uipmeni Coip, Smith fi
Wesson, Maiio Business Foims,
Springhelil leclinicd! Comnmnily




Harvdid Medical School Offices
fa Outpaliefii Ceniei





A,l,M,0, Alan W Blair Piesident.
P'l WesiovL-i Mttiopnliian Oe.flopment
Ciiip, 3911 ft'iiJItlun Avenui;
Chicopi. Massdchusfts 01022
(4131 5S3 6421
3,500lCl EHi, Marc Hanks Diiedot, Planning b
1,P Beseaich, Spiinglii'ld Ch..[i.ii,r ol
Conmrut 150^' '.'j i' imle BOO,
Spriiigtield Massachusetts 01115
I4I3I 7871555
C,H,Ho Michael Malt, tiecutive Director
OP Wdienown Redevelopiiierii
AuthOliIy, 319 Ailiiigloii St,
Waiertovvn, Massachusetts 0217?
16171 923192a
Saull Sie Mdiie, Michigjn 1977 737
Kinchtloe An Kiice Base 1978 13,0741
990
Baudette, Minnesota
Bdudette An kiice Siaiion
Duluth. Minnesota











Olotson Fahiication Service Inc,
Kimross MIy Corp, Foiestply
Industries Eclipse Inc:, K MdM,'
Soo Plastics* Hiiovei Universal,*
Municipdl Airpon
Rapid River Cram Ej
Seed Co




National Guard, St Lduis County
ACM William L Laubernds President,























Curninuiiity b Yw. ul IMililary Jobs Jolts Oil Base Majoi Films/
FiiLilily Acqui&jlron Translersl On Base On Base Jobs' Activities
Wdduna. Minnesota W\ 15 20 20 Bill Hill Recovi






















A.C.F.H, Wdyne Downing Airport Hifectot.
HolM Greenville Inlemjij ..i' Aif(ti>rl.
Grei-nvillc, Mississippi 3B/U1
Kansas City. Missouri 1977 15(10
Ricl.jiils Gebaut mi" (2.400
Alt hjfce Baic
Neoslio, Missouri 1970 1,200
r.iiii)! Cii..\ ;. t b All fuice 19G8 75 l-l
Plant Gil
Cunrad. Monl^na
Anil bjliiiilK. Mo^ilo Silt-s




2,:^f; 2.345 820 Teledyne Lvy Boy Chair Ca, 230010 A.E.I,
Crmvilcr liid. Oecoiator Wire. M.P.S
Muark Produciion, Crowder











Wayne Seders. Airport Manager.
Richards - Gdiaii' Ai'purt













Giji^ij.j^v All brtc Base
LeMistuwn. Moiilana



















A.Aij M Ruben G Clark Manager.
Mo.l Vallt-t Industrial Park. PQ. Bok





lewiiiowti ^' iiilaiia 55*57
(W' 530 b.'''
Hastings Indusiiies. TL Irngatton. lOOWC) AgCE. Dee Hauslci.
Hilto Industries. Animal Reseaich lloP Chambcf o' Commetca
Ctiilei, Hjiiti-ih l\iik. Good m Hi,i 11M.
Somantan helitetiient Cciitei. Hasliii n Nebraska G8901
Central Nebraska Technical College. 141121 <li2 4!53
Hastings Eneigy Center
Lincoln. Nebrasiia





Goodyear Tire. Brunswick Cor|i.
Tri Con Ind . Baiiet Candy
Daniels MidlanL' Muntnpal Airport
ACFHo Wayne Anderson. Eiecutive
I.M.HR. Diiector Imccln Aiipon Authority.
S PO. Bo. =l)«7.










£ Or Milan Dady Vice President.
Mcl'fipnli'jti TtTlmtcal Cunimunily









627 627 Sidney Warehousing Activities. 300<C
Westert; Nebraska Tectiiiical College














560 S80 JC F^nny Dist Center
Preciston Roll Ptoducis. Untversiiy
ol Nevada Desert Research
Institute Municipal Airyon
2.000<El A.F Ho. Robert Espeianct Associate
I.W DifECtOf ol Aitports. Washoe
Couniy Airpun Aulhoiity F13 Boi


















On Base On Base
Direct




4,500 im Sanders Assonales. Oisognn
Itidusirres, Summri Packaying,
Afmlec 'idijslnes NjiionjI Gypsum









Jane Hills Business Oevelopmeni
Ri'piese'iijiut Hitjiei
Mjiitlii'stif Ucvflopnieni Co'p,













Wdli»ci All Kiice BjU'
Newburyb. New York
Sitr.vjn All Rjitc Bjse
New York Crty New York
Amu ficluiiol Ceriln
New Yorit Crty. New York
Brouklyn Army lermiiial
New YorV City. New YorV












































Divr*ln|i»'rs Moiliers KiiLlipns Inr
Aly;f Udieliousing. Joint Builiiiytons
Economic Oi'vehpmenl Corp
Livingston College Campus of
Ruiij''r< University Kaiser
Aluminum Revlon. Amtncan Can,
Spaulrlrng, Mrfitr'Il Toys,
Juu Liirps. Miitiilesri County
VoTecli Minol. Lighlolicr Ca.
ft)slal Service Marl Sortintj Center
RCA American Hospital Supply
R H Mjcy, Singer. B f Gooilrich.
NcstiL' (ibA Oepnt. Coniirienla! Can,
United f^rtpl Srrvica Lloyd
Eit'CIionics, Grain Lrguor Mrchelm




Oflices. MiilviLr School lor
Lfarnmg Disabilities
0.1 Mayor Hrrnian Costetlp
Cit, Hjt,
Builini|!on. New Jersey 08016
IliOOl 'JUb 0.''U«
3500(0' CE.f. John A Delesandrct Business
lOWSI 1,0 Admrnistidtiii [;!isun Tov^nstiip.
463ili in:' Miinmiial Blvd. Edison.
Nra Jersey Ofllll7
(2011 287 0'JOO
CFF F^ter Cook Managrng Principal
1.0 r Surnmrt ^c»snirjtes Inc.
Rariidn Plj/j II, Hdrrian Cemer.
Eilisnn. lit:: Jersey 0B81B
12(111 225 2M
E.M Pblncra Goldy. Cleik
Ijimlierton lownsliip
PU Bo. 18i)0,
Lumbtrion, New Jersey 08048
(OII'J' 267 321/
Transponalion MIg Corp, 1,40010 AC E H,
Levi Strauss, COS Medical Centet Hoi
Eastern Ne\\' MeiiLu University
Air Express Internatronal,
Fmeiy Air Frerglit, USUA
















Roswell Chamber ol Commerce.
PO Bo. 70
Rossvei: Ni'w Me.ico SEl'Ol





Nfwliuigh. New York 12550
(SKI '^J, jirio
Nancy Graham.
Assistant to the President,
Americar; \'useum ol the Movie
InJusiry 3431 3'iih Street
Austorra. I.cw York 111D6
(718, 784 4520
Ken lung, Senior Development
Manager. New York (jiy
Public Development Coip.
161 William Street.




Queens Park Assocraiion Inc.
119th Avenue b Meirick BW



















On Base On Base
Difocl




600 600 Genual Electric,
Reuten Inc.








1,0. Grant TlionipsoM, Senior Vice
S President. Nontieastem Induitnal
Park Int PO Bui 98. Guildciljdd














Stale ol New York
Giant Thompson. Senioi Vice
Pitliili-iU Northw.lnn lailusliial
Pjil Inc. I'd Ho. 98 Guildeildiid.
Center. N(\% York 1.118!)
1518! B61 bbS5
Wdtenuwn. New York










V.ii.M.i.M. Nlw >urk 13601
(3"n; ;b.' Mill
Witniinglon. Nonb Carolina
All fiiiit' liili;icr[iloi Sijuaitruii







Air Witiiiiiiijtoii Inc. Air
Njlionul Giioril County Airport
A.CI.R fiuilolpli C Shackcllord Jr.
Airpon M.injijfr Nl-.v Hjiiover
County Airpurl Route 6 Bji 49,
\^llr^l^rlgtnl^ North Carolina 28405
l919i /a 1671
Bellefonlaine. Ohio










Superinlciidi-'-i Dtiio Fli lYHnt










Ciim: .1. L .u,.i, Air Foite Base
Bums Flat. Oklahoma





1966 1.895 1000 1.000
1967' 1351
1953 16M 3.900 3,200
1965 !'."
1971














Uni Royal, AIM PdCkaginQ,
Aies Inc. USCO Disi Services
I'lL Scandura, Oak Harbor
Too! fa Die, Suprrior Mlii
Toledo Mold, Tcrno Glass,
Internationa' Bm Co
Jones Rivci Cnrp,
Mictue' J Ovvtris Junior Colleije,
F^ntj Couriiy Vocational Schoul
Feino lAlashtnglon Inc., An borne
U|.ie:.i Km; F.;,cli Corp.
UNISEIS, lilt Irucks Inc.
international Paper' Laurel Oaks
ViKational School, Genera! Aviation
Airport, hdeitjii Trade 2orie














Purl Cl.ntun, Ohio 43452
14191 535405!
4.570!C»' E.I Susan Webb, President,
1,400(S) A'lipoini It) Boi 911,
Tiiledo, Ohio 43692
u;3i 666 3222
500ID A,E! Robert Odnger




2527 Stale Route 134, Noilh
WilrniiijiMii, Ohio 45177
15131 3(!2 2339
Jm Reiter, Chiel Eiectitrve
OHicer, MidMestein Oklahoma
(l-.x-lopmenl Authority, PO Boi
54?. Burrs Flal. Oklahoma ;36.''4
I4tl5i 562 3111
Corvallis. Oiegon





IX 105 Ornrjon South West Washmqion
LalHirers Iraininy IrusI,







Donald Owen. Director ol
IrjKiing Oregon South West
WdShinyion Laboiers Training










Haiti^Jiurg. Pennsvlvdnia ISb'j uti








On Base On Base
Direct















? C4I1ICI A ' Hu.l, Matthew M Douijlas. Eiecutivt






_1967 750 636 636
Maiii'lta All Kiict Suiiun 196B l-i
Pha»delphia. Pennsylvania
_'9'L —l"*. ™ ™
(laiiluid Arsfiu; 1983 "|17I
Phoeninville, Pennsylvania 1973 74
_
M5_ 14? 94
Valli'V FtiMjt Aim, Hui|)i:.ii ' 19/0 IM6I
Yu(k Pennsylvania
York Naval Oidiunce Plant
Aguadilla. Puerto Rico














North Kingstown, Rhode Island 1974
Quonsei Puml Naval An Slalioii 1978 80^
Greenville, South Carolina


























Valley forge Christian College




Univcibily ol Puerto Rico,








Derecktor Shipyard Bend Inc
.
Hughes Altera!' ' Avii! Corp'
Syscon.' McUoghlni Kiseaich'









I David W Lauhack, Director ol
Real Eslaii, Armstrong Wwld Co.
Laricaslei, f¥iiris>lvania ]l'Jli
17171 397 0111
CI.P Mark Hankin, President.
H.i'ikii! .'.lanj^rnit'lil Co.
KJ Bo. ;'b;b7
flkins f^it, Pennsylvania 19117
12151 671 '^uU:
i Uo'othy Panoc, Eifcutivc Director,
Valley lonje Use Study





Haili-y 'ij»irison Motor Co Inc.
V-iik, K.'nns>lvania 17401
17171 8481177
Dr Leonari) Shapiro. Director




Halo Rey Puerto Rico 00918
18091 753 6859
Uiis Herrero. E>ecuiive Director
Vieques Economic Development
Corp. Boi !'j.'4.
Vieques, Pueilo Rico 00765
(8091 741 849?
I,P U)uis A Fa:;ano Eieculive






A.C.E Allied Santaniello. Associate
l.f'R, Director, Pioperty Mjnaycmcnt
S and Development,
Rhode Island ftjn Authorily
7 Belvei Avenue Nurth






Woolwonh Distribution Center 600(Ci A.E.I. Charles L Sanders.
UiHon Carbide, 3 M Company, P Ge'iera! Manager
Norwich Pharmacal. Michelin.' Donaldson Center
Donaldson Area VocaliomI Greenville Souili Carolina 29605
Education Center. General Avialion 18031 277 3152





BIdck Hills Ami) Orpot
Yea ol Civilian n,„ civilian Jobs
Impact Jobs Lust —
Total New
Year ot IMdilary Jobs Jobs
















Fiirmer Maytx. Boi 6?S.
Eiigemoiil, South Ojlota SHBS
IBObI 662;7?0
Sitiyin.i Tennessee



















Aiiijnilcj All Ki'ce Base 19G9
_1,511_
15.560)

















Fidser Indusliies A6M Rcctric. 150iO
Fiber fici. Bureau ol Prisons. 740111
Hjllibiinnn Iraining F3Ciliiy Western
Cuiilamei Southwest College
lor the Dual Municipal Airport
A.E.H. Harold Boyd. Manager,
Big SpiiiHj Aiipon fa Industrial
IV ., I'J Boi 391,
Big Spring, Tews 19720
19151 26313BII
Harlingen. Texas








Laredo. Texas 1973 700









Lfi/i Strauss, Texas Steel.
Mdniie Military Acodciny






Tracor Ftadcun Municipal Airport.
Laredo City Ollices
TRW. Flo Drill. Western Co.
HRV Industries. NL Industries,
tlew^ Ca. hrr, finii;inieiil.
Wediherlord College,
General Aviation Airport
2.000'C) A.C David Allei. President.
5(10(S1 E.f. Chanibci of Comineice
I.M m Boi 189.
Hailingen. leias 78550
(5121 423 544t
A.CF Jose ^loies. Assistant Aiiport
Hftl.O. Director Uredo International
I^S Airport. Uredo, leus 7S041
(5121 722 4933
250*0 A.CE, Sam F^elps. City Manager,
Ho.l F«, Boi 339,






720 720 Gary Job Corps Center
Municipal Airport
2.200(11 AE Albert Firkins. Director.
Job Coijis Ceniei. Box 967.
Son Mjicos. Texas 7B6CJ;
15121 396 6561
Slterman Dennison. Texas










A. EH. Doyle Dobbins. General Manager












600(D Or Donald May. Dean.
Instiuct.oi.j' Studies.
Texas Stale Tc'.'mical Institute.
Sweefviaiei, lexas 79556
1915! 235 8441
Waco. Texas 1966 833
James Connally An Force Base 1966 12.9801
1.500 Elsinore Arrow Space
Services Inc.






Otrecioi ol F\jblic Information,


















f*n ol Moses Lakt
Grant County Airpon.
Moses Lake Washington 98837
15091 762 5351
82
Year ol CiviUan f,^^ (.ivilian Jobs






— Total New Direct CoHefle
CommunttY b Year of (Military Jobs Jobs Oft Base Majw Firms/ VoTucti l^and ConimuniiY




37B_ 2,150 1,500 Haalioii Laboratories, Badger BOOICI* A,C,E, Dwiles Peterson,
Tiuai field 1968 12,6581 ShepI Steel, tlinijiil Engineers, l,S Business Manager
Wiscmibin Higtiei fducaiioii Cor|i, Dane rouniy Regional Airport,
Mjclison Aiea lecliiiical College, Madisuii iViscoiiiif 53?04
Municipal Aiipon IGOB! 246 33«i)




DEFENSE SECRETARY'S COMMISSION ON
BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE
Honorable Jack Edwards - Co-Chairman
* Born - Birmingham, Alabama
* Education - JD, University of Alabama
* Career Highlights - Former Congressman
- Partner, Hand, Arendall, Bedsoke,
Graves & Johnston
Honorable Abraham A. Ribicoff - Co-Chairman
* Born - New Britain, Connecticut
* Education - JD, University of Chicago
* Career Highlights - Former Congressman
- Former Governor of Connecticut
- Former Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare
- Former Senator
- Special Counsel, Kaye, Scholer,
Fierman, Hays & Handler
Mr. Louis Cabot
* Born - Boston, Massachusetts
* Education - MBA - Harvard University
* Career Highlights - Chairman of the Board, Cabot
Corporation
- Chairman of the Board, The
Brooki. gs Institution
Honorable W. Graham Claytor, Jr
* Born - Roanoke, Virginia
* Education - JD, Harvard Law School
* Career Highlights - Former Secretary of the Navy
- Former Deputy Secretary of
Defense




Mr. Donald F. Craib, Jr
* Born - Seattle, Washington
* Education - BS, UCLA
* Career Highlights - Former Chairman and CEO, Allstate
Insurance
Honorable Martin R. Hoffman
* Born - Stockbridge, Massachusetts
* Education - LLB, University of Virginia
* Career Highlights - Former Defense General Counsel
- Former Secretary of the Army
- Managing Partner, Gardner, Carton
& Douglas
General Bryce Poe II, USAF (Ret)
* Born - Wichita, Kansas
* Education - Colorado School of Mines and University
of Kansas
- BS, U. S. Military Academy
* Career Highlights - Former Vice Commander-in-Chief,
U.S. Air Force Europe
- Former Commander, Air Force
Logistics Command
General Donn A. Starry, USA (Ret)
* Born - New York, New York
* Education - BS , U.S. Military Academy
* Career Highlights - Former Commanding General, U.S
Army Training and Doctrine
Command
- Former Commander-in-Chief, U.S
Readiness Command
- Executive Vice President, Ford
Aerospace & Communications
Honorable Russell E. Train
* Born - Jamestown, Rhode Island
* Education - JD, Columbia University




- Former President, World Wildlife
Fund
- Chairman of the Board, World
Wildlife Fund and The
Conservation Foundation
85
Honorable Thomas F. Eagleton
* Born - St. Louis, Missouri
* Education - BA, Amherst College, LL.B, Harvard Law
School
* Career Highlights - Circuit Attormey of St. Louis,
1957-1961
- Attorney General of Missouri,
1961-1965
- Lieutenant Govenor of Missouri,
1965-1969
- U.S. Senator from Missouri,
1969-1987
- Currently a University Professor
of Public Affairs, Washington
University in St. Louis, Missouri
- Member of the law firm Thompson
and Mitchell
Vice Admiral William H. Rowden, USN (RET)
* Born - Woodsville, New Hampshire
* Education - BS , U.S. Naval Academy, 1952
* Career Highlights - Commander, Sixth Fleet
- Commander, Military Sealift
Command
- Commander, Naval Sea Systems
Command
- Graduate of Armed Forces Staff
College
- Designated Material Professional
James C. Smith
* Born - Memphis, Tennessee
* Education - Doctor of Engineering, Texas A&M
* Career Highlights - Currently President of the
Infrastructure Group
- Member of the Army Science Board
- Senior Vice President/Director of
Defense Project Development 1985-
1986
- Selected to manage the annual




BREAKDOWN OF MILITARY INSTALLATIONS BY STATE AND BRANCH OF SERVICE
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